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The American Civil War
1. The American Civil War was  __________________.

b. an internal conflict fought in the United States
a. a conflict between the United States and Canada

c. a war on terrorism

d. the beginning of WWI.

2. When was the American Civil War fought ? 
a. from 1858 to 1871 b. from 1861 to 1865
c. from 1753 to 1809 d. from 1893 to 1844

3. What two groups were involved in the American Civil War ? 
a. secessionists vs Conferedate States b. native Americans vs. the Union
c. the Union vs. the secessionists

4. The Southern states  grouped together to form what was referred to as __________ .
the Confederate States of Americaa. the United States of Americab.

the Native American Unionc.

5. What caused the American Civil War ?
 the debate over the future of slaverya.

 the secession of eleven Southern statesb.

 Confederates attacked the U.S. 
 fortress Fort Sumter

c.

d.  all of the above
6. How many slave states declared their secession from the 34 U.S. states  in January 1861  ?

 7a.  5b. 10c.

7. The total number of Confederate states later increased to __________.

8. How many soldiers died during this war ? __________.

9. Which group lost the war ? 

the Confederate statesa. the Unionb.

10. Identify the changes that occurred after the war from the list below.

much of the South's infrastructure was destroyed

the Confederacy collapsed
slavery was abolished in the entire country

slavery was restricted to the Southern states

the name of the U.S.A. was changed

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
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The American Civil War
1. The American Civil War was  __________________.

b. an internal conflict fought in the United States
a. a conflict between the United States and Canada

c. a war on terrorism

c. the beginning of WWI.

2. When was the American Civil War fought ? 
a. from 1858 to 1871 b. from 1861 to 1865
c. from 1753 to 1809 d. from 1893 to 1844

3. What two groups were involved in the American Civil War ? 
a. secessionists vs Conferedate States b. native Americans vs. the Union
c. the Union vs. the secessionists

4. The Southern states  grouped together to form what was referred to as __________ .
the Confederate States of Americaa. the United States of Americab.

the Native American Unionc.

5. What caused the American Civil War ?
 the debate over the future of slaverya.

 the secession of eleven Southern statesb.

 Confederates attacked the U.S. 
 fortress Fort Sumter

c.

d.  all of the above
6. How many slave states declared their secession from the 34 U.S. states  in January 1861  ?

 7a.  5b. 10c.

7. The total number of Confederate states later increased to __________.11

8. How many soldiers died during this war ? __________. 620,000 to 750,000 soldiers

9. Which group lost the war ? 

the Confederate statesa. the Unionb.

10. Identify the changes that occurred after the war from the list below.

much of the South's infrastructure was destroyed

the Confederacy collapsed
slavery was abolished in the entire country

slavery was restricted to the Southern states

the name of the U.S.A. was changed

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.


